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Industry, energy and logistics

Communications systems for industry, energy and logistics
CeoTronics communications systems have a wide range
of applications and fulfill the individual requirements
of many sectors of industry, including mechanical engineering, the automotive industry, paper production
or the aviation and aerospace industries. Almost all
major European electricity producers, oil-drilling platforms and refineries rely on products from CeoTronics.
CeoTronics radio communications systems have also
been successfully deployed for wind turbine plant installation, by service and heavy haulage companies and
for pro-level sporting events (motorsport, sailing, etc.).
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Clear communication, despite noise and spatial
separation
CeoTronics send / receive systems are used in working
environments subject to extreme or rapidly-fluctuating
noise levels, or involving long-range communication.
CT-ASR electronics can be relied on to reproduce ambient noise faithfully, while noise-compensating electret microphones ensure perfect voice reproduction
quality. In addition to perfect acoustic clarity, CeoTronics
products also prioritize functional safety and bestpossible wearer comfort, focusing on intuitive usability

without complexity or complications. This applies to all
our products, whether wired communications systems,
headsets for connection to analog or digital radio systems, analog radio headsets or the CT-DECT digital
wireless system. CeoTronics products transform workrelated communication into an indispensable accessory.

Greater efficiency and work safety for business processes, installation and service
CeoTronics audio, video and data products make
business processes more effective, ensure seamless
communication and improve levels of work safety in
difficult environmental and mission conditions – such
as noisy or hazardous areas, scenarios requiring protective clothing or helmets, or situations where it is
essential that both hands are left free to work.
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Know-how & Experience

CeoTronics – More than just headsets
CeoTronics has established itself as a leading systems
provider for mobile digital short-range radio networks
and terminal equipment, as well as high-quality professional communications headsets and systems.
Performance leader in the premium segment
Ever since its formation in 1985, CeoTronics has been
leading the industry in quality and performance. Firstclass consultancy and customer services, superb product quality in terms of features and workmanship, the
use of cutting-edge technology and a flexible approach to developing custom systems have all played
their part.
Pioneering technology and innovations
Our ability to handle the highly diverse technical requirements specified by our customers stems from our
continuous investment in our in-house R & D work. Our
customers also value the easy access to our engineering know-how, especially where custom orders are
involved. This know-how draws on the technical expertise of our 23 in-house design engineers.
Expert partnerships
The best-known premium manufacturers of protective
headgear, radios, specialized vehicles and aircraft rely on
the high-end products from CeoTronics and CT-Video
GmbH. All individual products and systems complement
one another perfectly, thus fulfilling the most stringent
customer demands for all-in-one solutions.
System compatibility
CeoTronics communications accessories are available
for digital terminals supporting the TETRA and TETRAPOL protocols, and for all standard analog radios. Where
required, even the mobile CeoTronics digital radio net-
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works and terminals for local operations (CT-DECT)
can be integrated as extensions to the above-mentioned
wide-area radio networks.
Superlative quality management
The economic viability of an investment is derived from
its usage and the costs associated with a product
over its entire useful life. Product costs stem not only
from the purchase price itself, but are crucially influenced by product quality. No customer can afford
long-term or frequent product failures or costs for repeated repairs, to say nothing of accidents caused by
malfunctioning communications systems. Demanding
customers value the functional stability, durability and
superior economic viability of CeoTronics products:
never cheap, but always representing excellent value.
Certified and guaranteed
Successful quality management helped ensure that
CeoTronics was the first company in our communications industry to gain ISO 9001:2000 certification. In
2018, a successful certification according to the new
PPE Regulation (EU) 2016 / 425 followed. CeoTronics
AG is a registered NATO supplier and thus an official
component supplier to NATO.
Innovation and permanent improvements to quality lie
at the heart of our corporate philosophy. CeoTronics
uses components only of the highest quality and inspects each product individually before dispatch. We
work to our own stringent manufacturing and quality
assurance standards, carry out development work and
production in Germany and guarantee excellent performance for the price. As a result, we can offer up to
3-year warranties* on all CeoTronics products.
* See back
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Research & Development

IP Code as per EN 60529
IP codes and their meanings:

The first code number indicates the protection against foreign objects; the second classifies resistance to water
ingress.
Foreign Particles, Dust
Level

Protection

Water
Level

Protection

0

None

0

None

1

Particles > 50 mm

1

Vertically Falling Drops

2

Particles > 12,5 mm

2

Vertically Falling Drops Enclosure + / - 15°

3

Particles > 2,5 mm

3

Spraying Water + / - 60° to Vertical

4

Particles > 1,0 mm

4

Splashing Water All Directions

5

Dust

5

Water Jets (Jet 6,3 mm; 12,5 L / min)

6

Dust Proof
(Vacuum, absolutely no dust
allowed inside enclosure)

6

Powerfull Water Jets
(Jet 12,5 mm; 100 L / min)

The protection levels from 2 to 6 are in each case
including all lower protection levels!

The protection levels from 2 to 6 are in each case including all lower protection levels!

Protection classes 7, 8 and 9 include protection classes 1-4
1 Meter Of Submersion For 30 Minutes
7

Submersion, Customized (conditions have to be more worse than
protection level 7)

IP testing to DIN, EN and IEC standards
At CeoTronics AG, our corporate philosophy is founded
on con-tinuous quality assurance and improvements
to quality. To enable us to also test communication
systems in-house against safety standards from the
German Institute for Standardization (DIN), European
standards (EN) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), CeoTronics AG established two
test chambers at the end of 2012 for conducting dust
and water ingress protection class testing.
QA testing down to the last detail
This enables us to test all of the components in
CeoTronics communications solutions directly on-site
for their resistance to adverse environmental conditions. This testing not only underlines the reliability of
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our existing product portfolio but simultaneously accelerates feedback channels during the development
process. Accordingly, the future development and
manufacture of CeoTronics products can be more flexible, efficient and application-oriented.
100 % reliability, whatever the application
For communications to continue to function even under the most extreme conditions, solutions are needed that can resist adverse factors like dust or water.
As an expert for communications in challenging environments, CeoTronics AG views reliability as one of a
product’s most essential features. Reliability is a key
factor for communication systems – and especially for
systems used by fire service mission personnel.

A housing only designated by the second code number 7 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water (designated by the second code number 5 or 6 (excerpt from EN 60529 / version 2014-09)

8

A housing only designated by the second code number 8 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water (designated by the second code number 5 or 6 (excerpt from EN 60529 / version 2014-09)
High pressure jet water (15 l / min), high water temperature (80° C)

9

A housing only designated by the second code number 9 is considered as unsuitable for exposure to jet water or submersion (designated by the second code number 5 or 6, or resp. 7 or 8 (excerpt
from EN 60529 / version 2014-09)

Examples
If an enclosure fullfills the protection levels IP66, IP67 and IP68 it has to be specified IP66 / IP67 / IP68
If an enclosure fullfills all water protection levels and dust protection is not specified it has to be specified IPX6 / IPX8 / IPX9
f an enclosure fullfills all dust protection levels and water protection is not specified it has to be specified IP6X
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CT-DECT Multi

Radio: Full duplex vs. simplex
In Simplex radio mode, only one person can
speak at a time. As soon as the PTT button is
pressed, the radio channel is blocked.
The advantage of full duplex communication is
that all communication participants can speak
and hear at any time. All are connected to each
other and important information can be transmitted into the radio circuit at any time.

CT-DECT Multi: Mobile. Digital. With display.
The digital communication network.
To date, re-development of the CT-DECT Multi has been
the largest R & D project in the history of CeoTronics
AG. The result is a mobile, digital, full-duplex communications system for local applications that has been
designed with the very latest technologies to ensure it
offers universal use for any user group. From industry
and fire services to military or police: all mission personnel benefit equally from the performance of a CT-DECT
system, which is in a class of its own.

Thanks to the combination of connector, intelligent connecting cables
and CT-ComLink® technology, the connected communications systems are identified automatically and the optimum audio configuration is selected in each case.

Close your eyes and count to 10
That’s about how long it takes for the digital CT-DECT
radio network to be ready for use, enabling wireless
and full-duplex communications within a group of up to
5 users. For practical purposes, this means simultaneous audio transmit and receive is possible without
any infrastructure, and without the need to press a
PTT button.

Housing ergonomics
After an extensive analysis of usability and components, a housing with a display was implemented that
introduces a completely new and intuitive operation
concept. The outer surface provides a secure grip and
features excellent mechanical and thermal properties.
Each button has a precision switching mechanism that
can also be operated reliably when wearing gloves.

The new technology: CT-ComLink®
The CT-DECT Multi is fitted with the new CT-ComLink®
technology, which gives users maximum flexibility in
their choice of headsets. Lightweight in-ear headsets
or earmuffs are just two examples, and helmet sys-

Multi-resistant against environmental factors
The new CT-DECT Multi is not only waterproof and
dust-tight, with classification to IP66 and IP67, but is
also proof against sweat and saliva according to DIN
53160-1 / 2, and resistant to weak bases, lubricating
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tems for high-noise areas can also
be connected.

oils and greases. The
housing is made of an impact- and UV-resistant material, which has in turn
been tested for resistance
against chemical substances based on ETSI EN 300
019. The CT-DECT Multi has
also passed tough environmental
testing, including climate, shock, vibration and drop
tests according to MIL-STD-810G, as well as a salt
spray test according to EN 60068-2-52.

Superior technical characteristics
Outstanding RF properties and immunity to high-frequency interference are key factors in the clear and distinct
voice transmission offered by the new CT-DECT Multi.
Alongside the CT-DECT radio network, an alternative
connection via Bluetooth® is possible, e.g. to a mobile
phone.

The display: impact-resistant and scratch-proof
Developed for professional applications, the integrated display offers an ultra-high-contrast image with
optimum readability, even in strong, direct sunlight.
Protected by an impact- and scratch-proof polycarbonate panel, it works reliably across a large temperature range of -30 °C to +70 °C. Optimized for viewing
from three sides, the display is clearly readable even
from a very flat viewing angle.
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CT-ClipCom

EN 352

CT-ClipCom EarMike and CT-ClipCom BoomMike
The in-ear communication headset is available with
boom-microphone (BoomMike) or as ear-microphone
version (Ear-Mike). The BoomMike version is equipped with the new CT-ComLink® technology.
Depending on the requirements, a lamellar earplug, a
foam plug or a medical silicone (ear mould) moulded
according to personal ear impressions are used. Each
variant can be simply clipped on (see picture above),
thus making the CT-ClipCom communications system
personnel-independent. If personnel change, only the
earplug or ear adapter needs to be swapped out (also
relevant in terms of good hygiene). This means that it
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is not necessary to purchase a complete personal
system for each team member.
Furthermore, CT-ClipCom is also equipment-independent, as it is not permanently attached to protective
suits or headgear and doesn‘t hinder their use. CTClipCom EarMike (in-ear microphone) is also an outstanding choice for use with heavy respiratory equipment, since voice is picked up in the auditory canal,
thus avoiding any transmission of interference noise.
CT-ClipCom is available for connection to all current
digital and radio terminal models.
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CT-HN Headset

CT-SkullMike

CT-HN Headset

CT-SkullMike:
For use with helmets and masks.

“The HighNoise headset with two earpieces, has a flexible microphone boom with noise compensating
electret microphone. It is designed for simple operation on radios.“

If Boom-Mike or in-ear microphones cannot be worn
under helmets and masks, alternatives are required.
CeoTronics offers send / receive systems with skull
microphones for these cases.

This system is predestined for use in conjunction with
helmets and masks. The special construction with a
flexible bellows guarantees absolute wearing comfort
and optimal contact to the skullcap.

The CT-HN headset is intended for simplex operation
on radios and has a large CT-HeavyDuty PTT, which is
used to key the radio.

The latest component in this product segment is the
CT-SkullMike. It consists a contact microphone, which
picks up and transmits voice directly from the skullcap.

The possibility of placing the microphone and earpiece
in the best possible position in the helmet can prevent
pressure points or injuries, e.g. if the helmet is hit.
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CT-HR PTT
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CT-Neckband Headset

CT-BoomMike

CT-Neckband Headset (monaural / binaural
The CT-Neckband Headset from CeoTronics is characterized by its low-profile design and minimal weight.
Although weighing only 22 grams, it easily copes with
even the most difficult operations. Offering exceptional
wearer comfort, personnel can configure it to match
their exact head shape using the special adjustable
wire.
For perfect voice transmission, the headset is equipped with a sound-conducting tube that routes loudspeaker signals directly into the ear canal. An earbud is
recommended for use in noisy environments. The noisecompensating microphone is designed for environments up to a maximum of 120 dB (A).
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CT-BoomMike
The CT-BoomMike communications system with a
universal mounting clip means microphones and earpieces can be fitted to all work safety helmets in just
seconds (no additional adapters, tools or assembly
tokens are required).

CT-Neckband Headset
Monaural

CT-ActionNeckband
Headset

Voice is transmitted via a noise-compensating microphone, enabling crystal-clear communication in loud
environments with ambient noise levels of up to 120
dB (A).

CT-HR PTT

Optionally, the system can be expanded to include
the large-format CT-HeavyDuty PTT and a safety plug
connector, integrated between the microphone / earpiece assembly and the send key. This all-weather safety plug connector releases automatically when subjected to a tensile force of approx. 45 N, thus vastly
reducing the danger of personnel injury or entanglement during work assignments.
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CT-WireCom Digital

CT-ThroatMike Comfort

CT-HR PTT

CT-WireCom Digital
If cabled connections are possible and the primary focus is on secure communication and constant availability for all participants, then there is no alternative to
the CT-WireCom Digital system. The system permits
continuous two-way conversation for up to 20 participants with superior speech transmission quality at levels of ambient noise approaching 110 dB (A). Since all
headsets are equipped with CT-DNR (Digital Noise
Reduction), all interference noise is digitally suppressed.
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Thanks to the use of digital technology, volume levels
no longer need to be adjusted when additional parties
join the system – levels are adjusted fully automatically. Nonetheless, each participant can set his or her
volume level individually on the headset.
Power is supplied either from the facility‘s own supply
or via the headset‘s built-in rechargeable battery. If
headsets are activated accidentally when not connected to the system, they will shut off automatically after
two minutes to conserve battery power.

CT-ThroatMike Comfort
Protective clothing naturally limits available space for
accessories. Where application specifics prevent the
use of other communication systems, CeoTronics‘
CT-ThroatMike Comfort is often the bestavailable option. A professional throat microphone, whose earpiece and microphone fit snugly yet comfortably to the
head and neck. The microphone picks up voice directly from the throat, thus enablingvoice transmission for such operations.

CT-MultiCom

The CT-ThroatMike Comfort is worn around the throat
on a comfortable elastic band that is kind to the skin.
A flexible over-the-ear headset completes the package.
The large-format CT-PTTs are light and easy to operate
even under protective clothing.
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CT-HR PTT

360° Rotation

Flame-resistant. Waterproof. Dustproof: CT-HR PTT.
The PTT often forms the decisive link to personnel on
the ground and can be a life-saver in worse-case
scenarios. Accordingly, communications equipment
needs to “hold up” even under atrocious conditions
and continue to function even if fire service personnel
are working in extremely hazardous environments.
HR = High Resistant
With its new CT-HR PTT, CeoTronics has developed a
new, rugged in-line PTT that holds up against external
factors in professional fire service missions. The inline PTT housing is made from glass fiber-reinforced,
shock-resistant material. The large PTT key is fitted with
an overload cut-out and is designed for superlative
durability. It is supplied with two ring guards for indivi-
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dual configuration. The flat ring guard permits keypresses with e.g. the forearm, while the raised edge of
the tall ring guard stops accidental activation in emergencies. Both variants feature bayonet connectors
and are thus very easy to swap and snap securely into
place. This means the CT-HR PTT can be custom
configured to suit the conditions in the field.
Always in the correct position
Two separate fixing brackets are available for personnel to attach the PTT onto or underneath mission
clothing. Each can be rotated 360° and locked into
place at a total of 16 positions. This ensures that the
PTT is always at hand for the mission in question.

The new CT-HR PTT offers even more equipment features, which have been achieved through a series of
tests and certifications or classifications:
• IP66 and IP67: zero dust ingression and resistant to
strong water jets plus protection against immersion
• Flame resistant according to EN 443
• UL 94 / V0: Classified as not dripping flaming particles
• Color-coded plug connection: IP67

PTT protection rings
Binder socket and
connector
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CT-MultiCom

CT-Bluetooth Adapter 3.0

360°- Rotation

Rugged clip

CT-MultiCom:
more than just a hand mike.
The CT-MultiCom communications device represents
a new and compact addition to the CeoTronics family
of remote units. Housed in an impact- and flame-resistant case, the CT-MultiCom67 is well-shielded from
environment influences with its IP65 and IP67 protection class. Both dust-tight and waterproof the unit offers plenty of useful functions for the teams.

As an especially user-friendly feature, the CT-MultiCom
comes with dual PTT buttons that are easy to operate
even when wearing gloves. Loudspeaker volume can
be adjusted using two separately housed keys to one
of three levels to suit user preferences – or muted as
required. To ensure the safety of mission personnel, an
emergency call button rounds off the unit‘s features.

In addition to a 3.5 mm jack socket for connecting a
CT earphone with sound tube, users can also connect
a variety of professional CT send / receive systems via
the ruggedized Nexus jack socket.

The CT-MultiCom is factory-fitted with a 12-pin Hirose
jack and 230 mm coiled line. Customers can choose
from a wide range of other 12-pin adapters for connection to radio equipment.
Talk to our experienced field sales staff for details!
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CT-BluetoothAdapter 3.0
Complex industrial working scenarios are now seeing
increasing support from the deployment of mobile phone units. The ideal complement to the standard radio
communication system is the „work mobile“, which can
utilize its Bluetooth interface and the CT-Bluetooth
Adapter 3.0 to link into a wide range of CeoTronicsheadsets. Major advantages: no requirement for headset adjustment; no fiddling with fragile plug connectors
on the part of the user; and any mobile phone with
Bluetooth support can be used.

CT-WirelessPTT MIL

In addition, all functions can be executed using just
three easy-to-use keys: call accept / reject, re-dialing,
loudspeaker adjustment and pairing with a Bluetooth
partner. In addition, functions such as call accept / reject, re-dialing, re-dial cancel and call hang-up can
also be executed using the optionally-available CTWireless PTT MIL (see picture).

CT-BluetoothAdapter
CT-BluetoothAdapter3.0
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Explanations

Explanations

Products with this label are developed or designed and produced in Germany by
CeoTronics.

Products with this label are equipped with a
Bluetooth® module and support this technology.

Products with this label offer active noise
cancellation and thus significantly reduce
disturbing environmental noise.

CeoTronics products with this marking meet
the requirements of the PPE Regulation (EU)
2016 / 425 with the test specification EN 352
and may be used as personal protective
equipment (PPE).

Products with this marking are tested according to police technical guidelines and meet
their product-specific requirements.

The CT-DECT systems enable full duplex
communication, which means delay-free, simultaneous listening and speaking at any
time without having to press a PTT button.

Products with a noise-compensating microphone screen out disturbing ambient noise
and thus transmit speech particularly clearly.

The PTT protective rings are very easy to replace or attach using a bayonet lock.

The abbreviation “IP” stands for “International Protection” or “Ingress Protection”.
The IP codes provide information on how
protected electrical equipment is against
various environmental influences such as
dust or water.

This product offers full duplex communication for up to 5 participants.

For this product, individually molded ear pieces made of soft silicone are optionally
available. These offer a very high wearing comfort even when worn for a long time. Furthermore, the material is very durable, easy to
clean and has an antibacterial coating.

Products with this marking are equipped
with a robust Nexus jack socket.

The CT-DECT M7 technology is a further development of the well-known CT-DECT technology and raises DECT communication to a
new level with its robustness and stability.

CeoTronics products with this label have been
tested for flame resistance.

Our products with this marking reduce the noise level. The insulation value is given as SNR
value.

This products can be controlled by a detached
wireless PTT button.

CeoTronics products with this label have
been tested according to military standards.

In addition to the radio signal, ambient noises
are also transmitted. This allows unrestricted
directional hearing.

EN 352

ATEX Richtlinie 2014 / 34 / EU
ATEX Directive 2014 / 34 / EU

Ear pieces made of soft silicone are very
comfortable to wear, even when worn for long
periods of time. They are very durable, easy to
clean and thanks to the antibacterial nanosilver coating they offer also protection against
bacteria and fungi in the ear canal.
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CT-Headsets with this label are characterized by their particularly low weight.

In February 2016, CeoTronics became the first company in the
communications industry to be certified according to ISO
9001:2015. Then in 2018, CeoTronics successfully obtained
certification according to the new PPE Regulation (EU) 2016 / 425.
By 2002, CeoTronics was already successfully manufacturing
according to the ATEX Guideline 94 / 9 EG for the first time. This
certification according to the current directive 2014 / 34 / EU
could be renewed without any objections at the beginning of
2019.
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CeoTronics AG
*If not otherwise stated in the offer, CeoTronics grants a 3-year warranty for material and manufacturing defects for CeoTronics products. The precise scope of the warranty can be found
in the warranty terms and conditions (also available for download at www.ceotronics.com).
All of the brands, trademarks and product names mentioned in this brochure remain the
property of their respective owners.
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